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Does the Solution for Casinos and Gambling Halls Comply with 
Current Regulations on Data Protection? 
Yes, the solution has been developed considering regulations and 
recommendations on data treatment, such as GDPR, the Spanish Organic 
Law 3/2018 on Data Protection and Guarantee of Digital Rights, Opinion GT29 
and recommendations of the Spanish Data Protection Agency. 

 

Is There a Legal Basis for the Implementation of the Solution? 
Yes. The data treatment that Identity-J carries out is based on the 
compliance of legal obligations registered in each region’s regulations on 
the matter of access control for casinos and gambling halls, and the users’ 
express consent.  

 

How was the Developing Process for this Solution? 
It has been developed considering regulations and recommendations on 
data treatment and following the Opinion 3/2012 GT29 development cycles.  

 

Does it Comply with the Proportionality Principle?  
Yes. It is an ideal system that meets the contemplated requirements: deny 
access to minors and users registered in the general registry of bans and 
interdictions while avoiding potential conflictive situations for staff in access 
control spots. The system’s efficiency is superior to less invasive traditional 
access control processes that require additional personnel on access spots. 
Lastly, the solution does not violate the users’ private life due to the 
minimization of data treatment, the limitation to purpose and the automated 
elimination of data as soon as the process is over. Plus, the users have freely 
expressed consent. The system will not collect nor gather the data of those 
users who do not give express consent.  
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What Principles is the System Based On? 
The solution follows regulations from the beginning of its development and 
by default, due to deep analyses on regulations. Therefore, minimization and 
pseudonymisation of data is precise; the system guarantees integrity and 
confidentiality due to its encryption and comparing processes based on 
irreversible vectors and aspects such as limitation to the treatment’s 
purpose, data retention periods and the users’ rights (explained carefully and 
in detail). 
 

Should I Carry Out an Impact Study on Data Protection? 
Yes. Identity carries out an identification process. It compares the data of the 
employee with the data already collected in the database (1:n), so an Impact 
Study prior to its implementation is compulsory.  
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